
Video speaking
24. Road Safety

YT:NI Road Safety Advert 2012
 Source:https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=o-Ai5AGLgLM

WATCH the advertisement and use the information below to summarize the Tips on Road 
Safety

journey              flesh and blood          driver           rush            right of way
 own         chatting        pedestrian        speed limit          seemed          metal

use           pedestrian            trainers       safe        nobody           crossing
nearly          run me down      see          dangerous               shouldn’t

1. Just because I’m a ………………………. doesn’t mean I’m …………………...

2. Just because I’m a ……………………. doesn’t mean I can ………………... you

3. Just because you’re at the ……………….. doesn’t mean you’re not …………….

4. Just because you’re in a ……………... doesn’t mean you can ignore the ………..

5. Just because you’re driving doesn’t take away my ………………………..

6. Just because it ………………….. clear doesn’t mean you ………………….. stop

7. Just because you’re surrounded by ……………. doesn’t mean I’m not ………..

8. Just because your friends are …………….. doesn’t mean it’s …………... for you

9. Just because I’m in ……………….. doesn’t mean you can …………………...

10.Just because you’re home doesn’t mean you are (home)

11.One in every five road deaths is a ………………………...

12. Just because you ………………... the road doesn’t mean you ……………... it.

13. Respect everyone’s ………………………….
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14.Just because I’m a pedestrian doesn’t mean I’m nobody
15.Just because I’m a driver doesn’t mean I can see you
16.Just because you’re at the speed limit doesn’t mean you’re not dangerous
17.Just because you’re in a rush doesn’t mean you can ignore the crossing
18.Just because you’re driving doesn’t take away my right of way
19.Just because it seemed clear doesn’t mean you shouldn’t stop
20.Just because you’re surrounded by metal doesn’t mean I’m not flesh and blood
21.Just because your friends are chatting doesn’t mean it’s safe for you
22.Just because I’m in trainers doesn’t mean you can run me down
23.Just because you’re nearly home doesn’t mean you are (home)
24.One in every five road deaths is a pedestrian
25. Just because you use the road doesn’t mean you own it.
26. Respect everyone’s journey


